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Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. 05.2014

post luminaire

MORITZ II LED (4,50m)

luminaire system

lamp per head kg product code

1 bracket
LLM LED 19W/1.800lm/3.000K  60,0  9.117.9008.02
LLM LED 17W/1.800lm/4.000K  60,0  9.117.9005.02
LLM LED 38W/3.600lm/3.000K(2)  62,0  9.117.9028.02HN
LLM LED 34W/3.600lm/4.000K(2)  62,0  9.117.9025.02HN
LLM LED 33W/3.000lm/3.000K  60,0  9.117.9042.02
LLM LED 30W/3.000lm/4.000K  60,0  9.117.9035.02
LLM LED 66W/6.000lm/3.000K(2)  63,5  9.117.9242.02HN
LLM LED 60W/6.000lm/4.000K(2)  63,5  9.117.9235.02HN
LLM LED 48W/4.500lm/3.000K  62,0  9.117.9060.02
LLM LED 44W/4.500lm/4.000K  62,0  9.117.9056.02

2 brackets
LLM LED 19W/1.800lm/3.000K  78,0  9.117.9008.22
LLM LED 17W/1.800lm/4.000K   79,0  9.117.9005.22
LLM LED 38W/3.600lm/3.000K(2)   82,0  9.117.9028.22HN
LLM LED 34W/3.600lm/4.000K(2)   82,0  9.117.9025.22HN
LLM LED 33W/3.000lm/3.000K   79,0  9.117.9042.22
LLM LED 30W/3.000lm/4.000K   79,0  9.117.9035.22
LLM LED 66W/6.000lm/3.000K(2)  84,5  9.117.9242.22HN
LLM LED 60W/6.000lm/4.000K(2)   84,5  9.117.9235.22HN
LLM LED 48W/4.500lm/3.000K   82,0  9.117.9060.22
LLM LED 44W/4.500lm/4.000K  82,0 9.117.9056.22

50% dimming, 8 hours (Lumistep)  x.xxx.xxxx.xx8

dim settings according to customer’s request 
with programmable driver  x.xxx.xxxx.xx-93

power reduction via a pilot-line, 
active-high signal  x.xxx.xxxx.xx-9SDU
(2) 2 modules, with night switch
class II at extra cost (add “S” at the end)

recom. pole height:  4.50m (other heights on request)
light standards:  low, medium and high  lighting requirements
lamp:   excl. metal halide or sodium lamp; incl. CosmoPo-

lis; incl. 1 or 2 glare-free LLM LED modules, easy 
to replace

colour temperature:  3.000K warm white or 4.000K neutral white
gear:   electronic driver, depending on the model: up to 

50.000 to 100.000 hours; CLO mode
LED life expectancy:  up to 50.000 hours/L100
light control:   at extra cost: power reduction, dimming or CLE-

VER LIGHT
optical system:   reflector system for directed, horizontally mounted 

LLM LED module
light distribution:  extreme wide beam
luminaire head:   made of die cast aluminium with short bracket 

made of hot dip galvanised steel; powder coated; 
incl. elegant stainless steel hose for cable protec-
tion

column:   incl. straight tubular column made of hot dip gal-
vanised steel with access door for cable junction 
box; powder coated

colour:  RAL or DB colour
glazing:   clear toughened glass glazing, to be hinged down
wiring:   completely wired; via a clamp within the luminaire 

head
installation:   with root to be set into the ground
accessory:   cable,  cable junction box, pole accessories – to 

be ordered separately
application areas:   parkways, boulevards, schools, home for elderly 

people, hotels, factory premises, residential and 
local distributor roads, paths, squares, car parks
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